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Chairman’s voice of appreciation
Here we go again! As the years go by we are getting bigger and better without losing
the friendly family atmosphere.
Over the years we have raised thousands of pounds for various charities. This year
we are concentrating on helping local homes that look after patients suffering from
Alzheimer’s Disease and other types of dementia. We will also be donating additional
money to Manton Village Hall to help towards the re-furbishment. It is our intention
to concentrate on local charities where the money raised can make a difference to the
local community.
This year we are welcoming back the first professional act to perform at MantonFest,
The Swinging Blue Jeans. They give me a chance to wander down memory lane and
back to my wild youth!
We are so fortunate to have Fred and Emma Goltz living in Manton Grange. They not
only allow us use of the water meadow but, once again, are our main sponsor thus
allowing us to develop this music festival, giving everyone a fantastic day out!
MantonFest Chairman - Roger Grant
Our dedicated volunteers and supporters have come up trumps again. The committee
- Stuart Whant, Anne Morgan, Linda Yeardley and Becky Banning with the help of
Denise Grant have made sure that all is running smoothly. Without them I could not organise this event. I would also like to give a big
thanks to marlborough.news for all their support particularly Neil Goodwin who has put this programme together and Marina Rae who
has tirelessly encouraged the advertisers to present their advertisements to you in this programme. The other hidden person is Nick
Whant who for years has produced our amazing posters and banners. Truly works of art!

An added feature this year is a Gin Bar and a Cheese Bar, plus we have all our old faithfuls back - Goldbars with his sensibly priced
drinks, Tim Hunt with his hog roast, pizzas and so much more. For the children we have a small circus and a henna tattoo stall which
was a huge success last year.
Thanks all for your support. Come and enjoy the day, relax with friends and family and let’s make it a day to remember.

Roger Grant, Chairman and Organiser
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A view from
the stage
Welcome to Mantonfest 2018 –
how time flies!
My first ever festival experience was back in
the mid-seventies at Cardiff Castle. Top of
the bill was Status Quo – the classic line up,
supported by Hawkwind and the Strawbs plus
the inevitable appearance of Budgie (they got
on the line up everywhere back in the day!).

and has got her team to donate their time free of charge. They are going to be performing between acts as the day wears on. Their
skill and strength are both remarkable. There are so many people to thank for making Mantonfest happen. Roger and the whole
team are fantastic. I just want to be a little selfish and thank my son Nick. He has produced the wonderful artwork for posters on line
and printed material for several years. This is not his day job but he always fits us in. He deserves some recognition for his wonderful
efforts.
So, here we go … we will try and run as close to published times as the inevitable little gremlins allow – come and say hi to the stage
guys. We don’t bite, we just say “one, two, check” a lot!!!!!
No doubt by the time you read this Neil Goodwin will have found another embarrassing photo of me to sit atop this article. Thanks Neil
- you know we appreciate all that you do!
Now … time for some music!
Boogie on!

Stuart Whant, Music Director

I remember it well – I wonder if John does?
I love being part of the organising and delivery
of this festival. The committee and the
volunteers have worked so hard for several
months to ensure that yet again we deliver a
smoothly run, family friendly festival and make
a few thousand quid for charities too!
Without the help of the volunteer
management committee, the sound and stage
guys and the musicians we would just be
having a quiet picnic rather than this annual
festival of sound!
Thank you to everyone who has engaged with
the Mantonfest spirit yet again.
So what have we got for you this year?
Well, the committee thought that the stage
management worked so well last year
that they have thrown us a couple of new
challenges!
Actually it is the typical swan act of looking
(for the most part) serene on the surface
whilst paddling like mad under the water.
Most bands that I know take over an hour
Stuart Whant ......
to set up for a gig and yet on the day they
all willingly agree to the virtually impossible
fifteen minute turnaround time for local bands and thirty minutes for the pros.
Sound checks are something that happen at Mantonfest during the first song which can be nerve wracking and whilst the out front
sound is always fantastic thanks to the guys from Swindon PA, sometimes the onstage sound can be a little more challenging for the
musicians who are jumping into the unkown, but always with smiles on their faces!
So as well as four pro bands this year we have some interpretive dance thanks to Emily’s Pole Fitness team. Emily is part of the family
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The ‘Committee’ - those who make it all happen. (l-r) Anne Morgan, Becky Banning, Linda Yeardley

Without a dedicated team of volunteers working behind the scenes, MantonFest would never happen. Alongside Roger (Chair) and
Stuart (Music Director) Anne Morgan, Linda Yeardley and Becky Banning ‘put all the bits together’ to make sure that MantonFest
actually happens, and happens smoothly.
Linda moved into the village a few weeks before the inaugural MantonFest took place at the Outside Chance. It was the first event she
attended with the aim of ‘throwing herself into village life’, an aim that brought her to the attention of Roger Grant and Stuart Whant
who quickly co-opted her onto first the Manton Village Hall Committee and then the MantonFest Committee.
Whilst Linda enjoys live music, she admits to being ‘unable to carry a tune in a bucket’ so is happy to help with general organising and
leave the musical side of things to Stuart and Roger. At this year’s MantonFest she’s most looking forward to ….the mobile gin bar!
Anne has lived in Manton for many years, more than twenty-five to be accurate, and
her three children all attended Preshute school. She has been involved in numerous
village activities during that time and was asked to join the MantonFest committee
when it was set up following the pilot event at The Outside Chance. Anne’s experience
as a former systems analyst is invaluable when covering the website and IT support,
but as with everyone else involved she will become immersed in making MantonFest
run smoothly and has developed a great skill over the years of dealing with catering
requirements of the bands - a task notable for diplomacy, tact and handling some
strange and esoteric requirements!
Becky joined the MantonFest committee a year or so ago to assist with the social media profile of the festival. Coming from a background of administration the role suited
her perfectly and providing MantonFest with an increased Facebook presence led to
higher ticket sales last year, so everyone was very pleased! Becky is a lifelong music
lover and enjoys getting out whenever she can to see bands playing in the local area.
Sadly she is off to pastures new after this year’s festival so it was short but very sweet!
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Katrina
of The Waves

The following year, Katrina and the Waves split up and Katrina pursued an alternative career on radio and TV. She was a TV presenter
on Watchdog on BBC1 and was then offered her own show on BBC Radio 2 – where she presented a three-hour show, five days a week
for the next year and a half.
This was followed by a stint in musical theatre, where Katrina played the lead role (the songwriter Ellie Greenwich) in Leader of the
Pack, singing some of the songs that had influenced her as a young singer.
In 2001, Katrina began a solo career, performing live in the UK and in Europe and resumed writing and recording. Her first solo album,
‘Katrina Leskanich’ was released in 2005. Katrina wrote and produced many of the songs on the album, which includes collaborations
with Phil Thornalley, (‘Torn’) and an acoustic cover of Kirsty MacColl’s ‘They Don’t Know’.

MantonFest welcomes
Katrina as headline act
‘Walking on Sunshine’ put Katrina and
her band, Katrina and The Waves well
and truly on the map in the mid eighties,
reaching the top ten in all the major
markets around the world UK (No.8),
USA (No.9), Canada (No.3) and Australia
(No.4) and since it’s release in 1985
‘Walking on Sunshine’ has clocked up
more than 2.5million airplays in the US
alone.
It even became the most played track
on radio in the Summer of ’08 – twenty
three years after its release.
It’s one of those songs that everyone
knows and starts humming whenever it’s
being played in earshot, especially if the
weather is right ...
Katrina moved over to the UK from West
Katrina Leskanich
photo Sara L Petty
Coast USA in the mid-seventies, soon
teaming up with fellow American Vince
de la Cruz to form Mama’s Cookin’, playing Motown and girl group classics particularly pieces by those bands that influenced her most
such as the Shangri-Las and The Shirelles.
A few years later in 1983 Katrina and Vince joined a Cambridge based band (with ex Soft Boy, Kimberley Rew) called The Waves and
that’s when it all really starte ...

Katrina celebrated the 25th Anniversary of ‘Walking on Sunshine’ in 2010 with the release of a new CD, The Live Album and the Glee
cast had a UK Top 10 hit with a mash up of Beyonce’s ‘Halo’ and Katrina & The Waves’ ‘Walking on Sunshine’.
Venturing into books, Katrina published her first book – Peggy Lee Loves London: My London Guide (Metropoodle Press 2013) where
Katrina explores London in a new city tour guide series.
Katrina also released her first studio album for 10 years - Blisland. In 2015 Katrina toured South Africa and North America.
The following year, 2016, Katrina took part in the BBC’s ‘Eurovision: You Decide’ and toured Australia on the ‘Totally 80s’ Tour and
Sweden during the summer.
Katrina toured the USA with the Retro Futura Tour 2017 with 80s artists including Howard Jones, Paul Young and The English Beat and
released a compilation album, ‘The Very Best of Katrina’.
And now, MantonFest..............
Films featuring ‘Walking on Sunshine’ include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask Max (1986) Disney movie
Secret of My Success (1987) Michael J Fox - walking on the treadmill
Look Who’s Talking (1989) danced to on-screen by John Travolta
High Fidelity (2000) danced to by Jack Black
American Psycho (2000) with Christian Bale – to tone down a dark event
Daddy Day Care (2003) Eddie Murphy – opening sequence
Walking on Sunshine (2014) Leona Lewis in musical featuring upbeat 80s songs

Katrina and The Waves’ song covers:
•
•
•
•
•

Bangles ‘Going Down to Liverpool’ (1984)
Dolly Parton ‘Walking on Sunshine’ on her Treasures album (1996)
Celine Dion ‘That’s Just The Woman in Me’ (2008)
Glee cast mash up of ‘Walking on Sunshine’ and Beyonce’s ‘Halo’ (2010)
‘Walking on Sunshine’ has recently featured on American Idol, X Factor and The Voice.

The Waves influences were Etta James, Soft Machine and The Stones so their sound evolved and they created their first original album –
which they funded themselves, almost unheard of at that time.
They were signed by the Attic Records, an independent Canadian label and released their first album on that label, ‘Walking on
Sunshine’ initially just in Canada. They then toured Canada throughout 1984 and released their follow-up ‘label’ album Katrina & The
Waves 2.
The big break came in 1984 when The Bangles covered ‘Going Down to Liverpool’, which drew them to the attention of Capitol Records
who signed them up on a bigger international deal. This led to the remix and re-release of their first album, Katrina & The Waves in
1985 which was a substantial and critical commercial success with many top ten placings across the world.
Katrina & The Waves were nominated for a Grammy for ‘Best New Artist’ and over the next few years the band toured worldwide with
artists such as Wham, The Beach Boys, Don Henley, Pointer Sisters, Chaka Khan, The Kinks, Fleetwood Mac, Coolio and Run DMC.
In 1997 Katrina and the Waves’ ‘Love Shine a Light’ won the Eurovision Song Contest with the largest ever margin, followed by an
unprecedented four consecutive appearances on Top of The Pops and a No. 3 in the UK Charts.
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John Coghlan’s Quo

guitarist Ray Majors (ex-Mott and British Lions), bass player Ian Ellis (ex-Savoy Brown and Steamhammer) and keyboard player Jeff
Bannister. The band’s potential was obvious from the start and they began their career on a positive note, writing and rehearsing their
own original material.
Later on in the year John Coghlan teamed up with a trio of other well-known musicians in what was described as a ‘side-line’ project,
called Rockers, boasting Coghlan on drums, Phil Lynott (the late great front man from Thin Lizzy) on bass, guitar and vocals, Chas Hodges
(from Chas ‘n’ Dave) on keyboards and Roy Wood (ex-Wizzard, ELO and The Move) on guitar and just about everything else - including
vocals.
Coghlan’s next musical project saw him once again working with guitarist Ray Majors. Coghlan and Majors were introduced to three
musicians with a view to the formation of a completely new line up forming Partners In Crime (inspired by an Agatha Christie novel).
Coghlan continued to tour regularly with Diesel - featuring an ever-changing line up of musicians, playing mainly pub and club venues
the band enjoyed great success as a live band, never failing to satisfy their audiences with a mixture of hard rocking blues based
material. Some of the most notable musicians to have passed through the Diesel Band during this three year period included; Charlie
McCracken (ex-Rory Gallagher), Dave Lloyd (ex-Nutz and Rage) and guitarists Bernie Marsden, Micky Moody and Ray Minhinnett (the
two latter men having also worked with Bob Young on various projects for many years).
During the late nineties John Coghlan’s Quo was formed and through various line-ups has enjoyed regular gigs all over the UK and
Europe. The current band consists of John on drums, with Mick Hughes on guitar and vocals, Rick Chase on bass and vocals and Rick
Abbs on guitar and vocals completing the line-up.
In 2013 and 2014, John rejoined Francis Rossi, Rick Parfitt and Alan Lancaster for the two sell-out Status Quo Frantic Four Reunion Tours,
appearing all over the UK and Europe and reigniting the excitement of the early days of Quo.
John Coghlan’s Quo - the prime aim is to recreate an authentic ‘70’s Quo Sound’ in keeping with John’s time with Quo. For Quo fans
and critics alike, this time is often regarded as Quo’s ‘Classic’ period.

Quo rock in to MantonFest.....

(l-r) Rick Abbs, Rick Chase, John Coghlan, Mick Hughes

Original Quo drummer John Coghlan, with his great band, brings you a night of vintage Quo from the period he performed with Status
Quo 1962 - 1981.
John Coghlan joined Francis Rossi and Alan Lancaster in their newly-formed band ‘The Spectres’ in 1962. The group went through a
series of name changes, including Traffic Jam, before becoming Status Quo in the late 60s when Rick Parfitt also joined the line-up. In
the years that followed, a string of chart-topping hits include Pictures Of Matchstick Men, Ice In the Sun, Down The Dustpipe, In My
Chair, Paper Plane, Mean Girl, Caroline, Break The Rules, Down Down, Roll Over Lay Down, Rain, Mystery Song, Wild Side Of Life,
Rocking All Over The World, Again And Again, Whatever You Want, Living On An Island, and What You’re Proposing.
This is what Quo is all about........
John Coghlan left Status Quo in the latter months of 1981 - during rehearsals of new material for the band’s 20th Anniversary album in
Switzerland. He decided to turn his attention to his own band Diesel. Coghlan had continued to revive his band, on a part time basis
since his first performance as John Coghlan’s Diesel Band, with a group of friends at the Marquee Club in London back in 1977.
By 1983, having left Status Quo, John decided it was time to put together a new band as a full-time project. The name chosen for this
venture was Stranger - a four-piece band whose line up featured a fine selection of respected musicians - comprising John on drums,
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Whole
Lotta
Led
Whole Lotta Led –
Setting The Standard
Celebrating 50 years of
Led Zeppelin
1968 - 2018
In August 1968 four young
musicians convened in a small
rehearsal room in London and
performed an old Johnny Burnette
song ‘Train Kept A-Rollin’.
This was the birth of Led Zeppelin.
Little did Jimmy Page, John Paul Jones, Robert Plant or John Bonham realise at the time what the future held for them but within a very
short period of time they were the biggest band in the world and despite disbanding in 1980 they still are.
Throughout 2018 Whole Lotta Led will be celebrating the 50th anniversary of the birth of Led Zeppelin with a show that will include
songs from all of their studio albums, ranging from their beautiful acoustic songs to the huge anthems we have come to know and love.
Whole Lotta Led are regarded as the finest full-time professional tribute to Led Zeppelin. Steering clear of wigs and costumes, they
achieve magnificent levels of accuracy in recreating the feel and sound of the original albums.
Since their formation in 1996 the band have continually led the field of Zep tributes with over 1,300 shows under their belt - performing
Stairway To Heaven more times than any other band in the world, including Led Zeppelin - their monumental two and half hour shows
have received high praise from Zep fans the length and breadth of the UK.
The band have also been active in raising funds for The ABC Trust, a charity founded by Jimmy Page’s wife to help underprivileged
children in Brazil, the involvement with the charity eventually led to a meeting with Led Zeppelin’s legendary guitarist Jimmy Page who
has given the band his blessing and wished them all the best.
50 years on Led Zeppelin’s influence and importance is as strong as ever, Whole Lotta Led are here to demonstrate why.
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Band

Start

End

Harry Miller Band

13:00

13:40

Skedaddle

13:55

14:40

Empty Gestures

14:55

15:40

Barrelhouse

15:55

16:45

(acoustic music and dance intermission provided by Ed Witcomb and Emily’s Pole Fitness)

Swinging Blue Jeans

17:15

18:20

(acoustic music and dance intermission provided by Ed Witcomb and Emily’s Pole Fitness)

Whole Lotta Led

18:50

19:55

(acoustic music and dance intermission provided by Ed Witcomb and Emily’s Pole Fitness)

John Coghlan’s Quo

20:25

21:35

(acoustic music and dance intermission provided by Ed Witcomb and Emily’s Pole Fitness)
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Katrina of the Waves

22:05

23:15
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Swinging
Blue
Jeans
MantonFest welcomes their return
After a gap of several years The Swinging Blue Jeans are back to grace MantonFest’s Watermeadow again with their irresistable sound.
The current line-up is Alan Lovell (Lead Guitar / Lead Vocal), Peter Oakman (Bass / Vocals), Graham Hollingworth (Drummer) and Jeff
Bannister (Keyboards / Guitar / Backing Vocals).
Alan is a part of the original chapter of The Swinging Blue Jeans’ history, as right hand man to founder members Les Braid and Ray Ennis
for many years. Les Braid sadly passed away in 2005. Ray Ennis announced his retirement from the group in 2010.
Alan has performed on many CDs, videos, and TV recordings with The Swinging Blue Jeans and he has also toured extensively
worldwide with The Swinging Blue Jeans over the years and continues to do so very successfully with the current line up.
Peter Oakman began his music career in 1956 with The Spacemen Skiffle Group. In 1957, guitarist Joe Brown joined the group which
by 1959 became ‘Joe Brown & the Bruvvers’ During the early sixties Joe Brown and The Bruvvers had a string of hits, including the No .1
hit - ‘A Picture of You’ which he also wrote and which topped the charts in the summer of 1962.
Peter then teamed up with Lonnie Donnegan soon after, a relationship that continued on and off for forty years.
When founder SBJ member Les Braid fell ill in 2004 Alan turned to Peter to replace him and hasn’t looked back since. As well as playing
with Lonnie Donnegan and the SBJs, Peter has played bass with and supported many top artists including Jerry Lee Lewis, Conway
Twitty, Danny & The Juniors. He also toured with The Beatles.
At the age of 17 after playing in several northern groups, drummer Graham Hollingworth landed a job with American singer Solomon
King of ‘She wears my ring’ fame.
From there Graham soon got booked on major tours all around the world playing for the likes of The Supremes, The Drifters and Martha
Reeves, Harold Melvin, Cliff Richard and Billy Paul. He has also toured extensively worldwide for 15 years, playing drums with Rock ‘n
Roll Legend Chuck Berry. Graham has been a permanent member of The SBJs since Ray Ennis’s retirement in 2010.
Jeff Bannister began his professional career in the early sixties as lead vocalist/keyboard player with The John Barry Seven. Major tours
followed in UK and Europe with Brenda Lee, Billy Fury and Marty Wilde.
Over the years Jeff has recorded and / or toured with numerous bands and artists including The O Band, The Jack Green Band (tours of
the USA), Gerry Rafferty, Charlie Dore, Joan Jett and Rick Lee.
More recently as a member of the band Rockin’ Horse, Jeff completed four extensive UK tours with The Solid Gold Rock ‘n’ Roll Show,
which starred Marty Wilde, Joe Brown, Eden Kane, John Leyton, Freddy Cannon, Craig Douglas and The Vernons. Jeff joined The
Swinging Blue Jeans early in 2010 following Ray Ennis’ retirement.
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Barrelhouse

Following a three month stint at number 18 in the
UK Blues Charts last year with their album, Mooncalf
Blues, this band continues to turn heads and attract
attention.
Fronted by the talented and diminutive Martin
Hands – voice of the blues; this rhythm heavy,
swampy blues band have a never ending supply of
vintage and modern material, alongside self-penned
tunes all of which get the full Barrelhouse treatment.
They simply don’t give your feet a moments rest.
Tim (The Reverend) Harvey makes all of his own
guitars – some classic models, others made of
boxwood they all cut through the heavy rhythm
section of Dave Growcott (drums) and Stuart Whant
(bass) thanks to his classic / antique amplification
and superb playing touch.
The icing on the cake is the blues harp playing of the
multi-talented Nick Beere.
Put simply, you will think that you are sitting on
Beale Street!
Tim Harvey
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Empty
Gestures
The Empty Gestures are MantonFest
regulars that never disappoint.
With a set full of the finest upbeat rock
and pop, you’ll be up on your feet, singing
along with hits from across the decades,
this Gloucestershire based five-piece will
give you plenty of what you want!
Lead vocalist Mike Nuttall is backed by
guitarists Will Ponting and James Adnett
alongside Andy Charles on drums and
new bassist, Geryn Jakeway.
They formed The Empty Gestures from the remnants of other long since departed bands, some say they are the product of misspent
youth, others that mid-life crisis played a big part in their formation. Either way, they are always welcome here.
The Empty Gestures are very welcome returnees to the MantonFest stage in 2018. Guitarist Will Ponting (who grew up in
Marlborough) claimed Mantonfest as the highlight of their gigging year – thanks Will ...
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Skedaddle

Ed Witcomb

These guys were at the starting gate of Mantonfest
and represent Manton amongst this great 2018
festival line-up.

Manton’s own Ed Witcomb is a very talented singer songwriter with his own
distintive style.

Playing a blend of blues, soul and jazz this band
sits at the crossroads of musical genres. The twin
vocals of Jane Witcomb (known better as Cosmic
Nanna) and Amanda Cramsie-Smith will light up
your afternoon.
Jane and Amanda are supported by a bit of a family
affair of Grand Pappy Chris Witcomb on guitar, Ed
Witcomb on guitar and bass and Joe Witcomb on
drums. The outrigger is Stuart Whant who plays
bass and six string guitar and pens a few tracks for
the band to bring to life.
Skedaddle are full of fun and they will expect you to
join in the entertainment that they will bring.

Ed produces interesting lyrics and chord structures and plays mandolin
as well as acoustic and electric guitar. His relaxed and laid-back style is
complemented by mellow blues based vocals and thoughtful, catchy guitar
riffs. Ed plays a combination of chilled acoustic covers and original material.
Since his last MantonFest appearance, Ed’s following and reputation have
grown massively and he can be found gigging in places far and wide - from
his regular local spot at Manton’s Outside Chance to venues right across the
region, in Bristol and beyond.
He has agreed to play in between the pro bands at MantonFest (keeping the
whole show together - as described by Organiser, Roger Grant) and will be
joined by Emily Smith of Emily’s Pole Fitness later in the evening.
Emily’s interpretation of Ed’s material is not to be missed.......l

Skedaddle were originally born out of the band ‘Out of the Blue’ whose album ‘Drinking the Red, Talking the Blues’ is available on all
good download sites or via CD Baby.

Harry Miller Band
The Harry Miller Band presents a tasteful ensemble of delicate guitar riffs, accompanied by soulful vocals with jazzy melody lines and
stark, honest lyrics. The creatively flowing drums and the mellow tones of the bass make for the ideal silky backdrop.
They propose a sometimes dark, sometimes cheery but always beautiful perspective into the band’s vivid psyche. At the heart of it all,
there lies fantastic song craft and pure feeling.
The Harry Miller Band have been together for almost
3 years and in that time they’ve built a loyal fanbase
in Guildford, London, Bath and Somerset. They have
played a number of gigs at well respected venues
such as Marlborough Jazz Festival, Moles, The Nest,
The Louisiana, St Mary’s Redcliffe Church and The
Boileroom.
Additionally they’ve recorded live sessions with BBC
Radio Wiltshire, Eagle Radio and Metropolis Studios
which has seen massive names such as Adele, Drake,
Amy Winehouse and Ed Sheeran record there. They’ve
also joined Port Erin and Syd Arthur on parts of their
UK 2017 tour
We welcome Harry back to Mantonfest with open
arms. This band are not to be missed!
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Great choices for Food & Drink at this year’s MantonFest
Select from:
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•

Mac & Cheese Stall

•

Wolf Catering

•

The Italian Job

•

Botanico Gin Bar

•

Ranch Pizzas		

Large italian style pizzas and chicken wrap bar served throughout the day
and evening

•

Sumblers

Delicious home made burgers cooked to perfection by your local butcher

•

Gold Bars

Chris and his team will be happily serving alcohol as always. Prices are good too

Macaroni and cheese are just one of the delicious vegetarian dishes from
this stand
Delicious roasted pig carved into fresh rolls, complete with apple sauce and
crackling served around late afternoon/early evening
Usually to be found at Pewsey train station, Roy will be serving his usual
range of coffees (and tea) to festival goers
Botanico is a mobile gin bar like no others, a professional and entertaining
bar experience - founded by gin lovers for gin lovers
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Important Notices
A First Aid team will be available so please go to the First Aid Tent at the entrance if you need medical assistance.
Lost and Found – please report to the Ticket Gate at the entrance – children or items!
Dogs are welcome and a water bowl will be available by the entrance. Dogs must be kept on a lead at all times. Please pick up after
your dog and do not leave your pet in your car if it is very hot – even with a window open.
Please ensure no glassware is brought into the water meadow as broken glass is dangerous for animals and humans alike. Wine bottles
only will be accepted, no beer bottles please only cans.
Picnics are welcome, BBQ’s are not.
Toilet facilities: We try and ensure they are up to standard. However, please report to a steward (in an orange tabard) or at the Ticket
Gate if not.
Black bags are available for your rubbish. Please ask a steward for them as it will help us greatly when we clear the field. Rubbish bins
will be scattered around the field for your use as well.
Should you have any queries or problems please seek out a steward (in an orange tabard) who will offer to help.
All children aged 15 or under must be accommpanied by an adult and please be aware that we will be asking for proof of age if
necessary.
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